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Welcome to High Bias Mastering
We’ve compiled this handy guide with important information to help our clients get the best results 

from their music including: file submission tips, pricing and frequently asked questions. Please read 

this guide before submitting your first project.

What We Do

We started High Bias Mastering to provide easy access to expert mastering services for labels and 

music creators of all sizes and genres. Like you, we are passionate about music – our engineers 

are music creators and djs themselves, each with a long history of mastering as well as music 

production experience.

Mastering is the final but crucial stage in the music production process and our experienced 

engineers will give your tracks the care they deserve before you send them off for digital distribution 

or cd replication.

Our site was created with our clients at the fore and we’ve made the whole process ridiculously 

easy. What’s more, clients get their own dedicated page to find all their mastered projects ready for 

download. No more hassles with FTP, clunky web sites and limited file sizes.

High Bias Mastering features:

• Expert mastering for digital and cd by experienced engineers.

• Competitive pricing.

• Easy project uploads. Just prepare your files, enter basic project info and go.

• Dedicated client pages. Find all of your mastered projects on a private page for you to download 

at any time.

• 3-4 day turnaround. 24 hour turnaround available for an additional fee.

• Electronic and dance music specialists.

• Easy invoicing and payment through PayPal. Don’t have a PayPal account? Use your credit card, 

debit card or bank account.

• Great customer service. Something not quite right? We’ll make it so.
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High Bias Mastering 2013 Price List:

$35 per track

$120 4-track ep special

$10 instrumental/dub mixes (new!)

$400 album mastering

Upgrade to High Bias Plus (see below)

Please contact us for quotes on mix cds, expedited turnaround and other special projects.

Introducing: High Bias Plus
Flat-rate mastering credits for labels of all sizes. Upgrade to High Bias Plus and get flat-rate 

mastering credit blocks at deep discounts. Save up to 43% off our regular rates when you buy 

credits in advance - that’s as low as $20 per track! Perfect for labels that have a steady release 

schedule or for anyone who wants to get the best possible deal. With credits in blocks of 16, 25, 

50 or 100 - you can choose the option that is right for you and your budget.

When you buy credits with High Bias Plus, not only will you start saving immediately, you’ll also 

lock in today’s prices and enjoy the convenience of not having to pay on a per-project basis. 

What’s more, your credits never expire and you can upgrade your plan at any time for even bigger 

discounts. In addition, High Bias Plus Gold, Platinum and Diamond levels include free dub/

instrumental mastering.*

High Bias Plus Features:

• start saving immediately

• up to 43% off our regular rates

• credits never expire

• dedicated client pages to download projects and check credit balance

• free dub mastering for Gold, Platinum & Diamond levels*

• flexible upgrades

*Free dubs applies to an instrumental or dub version of a vocal track included with your project. Dub or instrumental 
version refers only to a version of a previously mastered track without vocals. Dub or instrumental mixes or versions with 
additional production or that differ significantly from the vocal version will be charged a full credit.

http://highbiasmastering.com/contact/
http://highbiasmastering.com/hbp/
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High Bias Plus Plans & Pricing

How does High Bias Plus work?

Credits are like currency. Purchase any credit block and spend credits whenever you master your 

projects. 1 credit = 1 track. Simple as pie. Your credits never expire and the more you buy, the more 

you save.

When you purchase any High Bias Plus plan you’ll get a dedicated page to download all your projects 

and check your credit balance. You’ll also get wav/aiff masters of your tracks as soon as they are done 

- no need to approve 320kbps MP3s first. What’s more, High Bias Plus Gold, Platinum or Diamond 

levels include free mastering of dub/instrumental tracks.* 

Flexible upgrades.

With High Bias Plus, as long as you have a balance of at least 10 credits in your plan, you can 

upgrade to a higher level at anytime and have your previous credits pro-rated at your new plan’s rates - 

just pay the difference between your current and upgraded plan. If you have a balance of less than 10 

credits, you can always purchase more credit blocks in whatever size and combination you see fit.

Upgrade to High Bias Plus today: http://highbiasmastering.com/hbp/

Plan 16 credits 25 credits 50 credits 100 credits

Level Silver Gold Platinum Diamond

Full price $560 $875 $1750 $3500

Discount 18% 23% 33% 43%

Price per track $28.75 $27 $23.98 $19.99

Bonus free dubs* free dubs* free dubs*

Price $460 $675 $1199 $1999

http://highbiasmastering.com/hbp/
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Submission Guidelines and File Prep Tips
Please read this information before you upload your files to be mastered. Remember, we are on the 

same team and we have the same goal: to make your tracks sound as good as can be. Having said 

that, following these guidelines will ensure that you get the best results possible.

An old adage with mastering is that it can make a great track amazing and a good track great but 

you can’t make a bad track good. In other words, what comes out can only be as good as what 

goes in. Thus, try to start with the best mixdown possible. Mixing is an art form that takes years of 

practice but as a general rule, everything in the track should be balanced – nothing should overtly 

stand out and you should be able to pick out all the individual elements as you listen. If your artist 

submits a track with something that sounds obviously distorted, have him or her do the mix over. 

Sometimes it takes many, many attempts to get the mix right. Contrary to popular belief, major 

problems with a track cannot be magically corrected with mastering. Still, the mixdown can never be 

perfect so just try to get it as good as can be before submitting.

In order to achieve the best possible results for your tracks, please adhere to the 

following guidelines:

1. Don’t pre-master. Let us repeat: Do not pre-master your tracks. Pre-Mastering actually makes it 

much, much harder for us to do our job. Mix your tracks down and leave them as-is. Do not run them 

through any plugins or outboard gear such as: compressors, finalizers, limiters, maximizers, effects, 

normalizers, etc. Tracks that have been processed in this way will be rejected. If you need pre-masters for 

personal use, make sure that you label them accordingly.

2. Leave adequate headroom. Your final mix should be recorded with at least 3db of headroom. In 

other words, the peaks in your track should only go up to -4db (-6 to -4db is ideal). Do not mix your 

tracks all the way up to “0”! With no headroom you are severly limiting what we can do at the mastering 

stage while killing all the dynamics in your music. What’s more, it is imperative that you allow headroom 

so that your tracks “breathe” – the levels on your track should have movement, not crunched up to the 

max. Tracks recorded with some breathing room are actually perceived louder than tracks that are maxed 

out. The headroom gives us space to make any necessary adjustments relative to the rest of your track. 

We know you want your tracks loud, but let us handle this the right way.
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3. Use compression sparingly. There is no hard and fast rule for using compression in your tracks but 

overall it is best to use it sparingly. Many of the results people are trying to achieve with compression can 

be facilitated with adjusting the level, eq and pan of the individual track. Try working with those elements 

first. As a general rule, you should never add compression to the master fader of any track. Doing this 

can cause unwanted “pumping” of the audio as well as unnatural peaks and valleys during breakdowns 

and these cannot be corrected with mastering. If you are unsure, do a couple mixdowns for each track: 

one with compression and one without. Be sure to notate this in the file name for each mix so you can 

compare the different versions. Note that mastering may amplify the effects of compression in your 

mixdown. That said, if you like the way it sounds in your mix, by all means use it.

4. Add space to the beginning and end of your tracks. It is not uncommon for tracks to get cut off 

at the beginning or to chop off the last bit of a fadeout. Adding 2-3 seconds at the beginning and end 

of your tracks can eliminate these problems. This extra space can always be removed at the mastering 

stage.

5. Test your mixdowns. This may seem obvious but many mix errors can be caught ahead of time by 

checking your tracks on as many different sound systems as possible before sending them off to be 

mastered. Play your mix (with all eq’s flat) in your car, on a boombox, on your iPod and in the club. Your 

track should sound good on all these different sound systems. If something sounds out of balance, keep 

making minor adjustments to your mix and test again until you get it right. Along with this is knowing your 

studio monitors well and knowing what to expect out of your studio setup. If you hear something that 

is not quite right, don’t assume it can be fixed at the mastering stage. Remember that any adjustments 

done at mastering affect the track as a whole. We can’t simply “take down the vocal” without affecting 

all the other elements in your track that overlap with those frequencies. Furthermore, even minor 

adjustments can have major effects on the harmonics and the overall energy and feel of your track. It is 

much easier for you to adjust your mix with all of the track elements separated then to have to correct 

problems later.

6. Submit tracks at the highest bit depth and sample rate. We prefer tracks recorded at 

24bit/44.1k but we can accept tracks all the way up to 24bit/96k. 24bit/88.2k is ok too. Even though 

the final destination of your tracks may be a 320kbps MP3, starting with the best audio resolution 

ensures the highest quality all the way through the mastering process. Use 24bit for recording whenever 
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possible. If you have older tracks recorded at 16bit/44.1k, don’t upsample them to 24bit – leave them 

as-is. There is no benefit to upsampling audio and in fact, this can add dithering and audio artifacts that 

degrade your tracks. We accept WAV and AIFF files. Don’t submit mp3 files, AAC files, FLAC files, 

OGG files or any other compressed audio files – even ones that are “lossless”. These will be rejected. 

For an in depth discussion on bit depth and sample rates, go here: http://www.tweakheadz.com/16_

vs_24_bit_audio.htm

7. Let us know what you want. Be specific. Describe what kind of overall sound you are going for. 

Unless you tell us what needs adjusting/correcting in your mix, we have no idea. Fill out the submission 

form completely with any instructions for each track. Don’t worry about using correct audiophile 

language – plain english is fine. For example: “Bring out the hi-hats” or “Add warmth to the bass.” If there 

is a specific part of your track that needs special attention, be sure to let us know that too.

Frequently Asked Questions
What is mastering and why do I need it?

Mastering is the final but important step in the music production process. In short, mastering helps to 

make your tracks sound as good as they can be before you release them to the world. Without getting 

too technical, mastering puts the final sheen on your music – adjusting the levels, overall EQ and balance 

so your tracks are ready to be played. Mastering engineers use a wide variety of professional digital and 

analog processing tools to put these finishing touches on your music. In addition, sometimes mastering 

engineers are asked to add fades, do track edits, and make all the levels consistent for a group of tracks.

I’m not happy with the mastering job. What should I do?

We want you to be happy with your tracks. Send us an email or a note on the Contact page and let 

us know what you don’t like and we will make it right. Include as much information as possible (Label, 

Catalog Number, Artist, Title) so we can find your project.

I get an error when I try to upload my files – what should I do?

Make sure you are uploading a zip file that is under 2GB. Also, make sure there are no spaces or special 

characters in the name of your file. Numbers, letters, underscores, parentheses and dashes are allowed.

http://www.tweakheadz.com/16_vs_24_bit_audio.htm
http://www.tweakheadz.com/16_vs_24_bit_audio.htm
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I’m waiting on a remix for my project, can I still submit it?

Please wait until you have all your mixes and submit only completed projects.

I have 5 releases to be mastered – can I upload them as one zip?

No. Please upload one project at a time and help us keep everything organized

Where can I download my mastered files?

Once we’ve completed your job, you will be emailed a notice that your files are ready. First-time 

clients will also be given a login and password which you will use to login to a personal client 

page. You can log in using the widget on the right hand side of the site labeled “Client Log In” (we 

know, it’s brilliant, isn’t it?). Upon login you will be automatically redirected to your page where 

you will find all of your project downloads. Right click (Windows) or Option-click (Mac) the file 

names to download your project files. You will be asked to enter your login/password again to start 

the download. Note that only you can see your personal client page. For future projects, you can 

bookmark your client page so you can go directly there to download your files.

Sweetness - you’ve made it to the end. We hope this guide has answered any questions you may 

have but if not, feel free to contact us: info@highbiasmastering.com. If you’re ready to take your 

music to the next level, head over to highbiasmastering.com and upload your project today.

High Bias Mastering

http://highbiasmastering.com

info@highbiasmastering.com

http://highbiasmastering.com/upload  (project upload)

http://highbiasmastering.com/clients/[your_client_name]  (your client page)

Thanks from the High Bias Mastering crew:

Atnarko, Joshua Iz, Chris Domingo

http://highbiasmastering.com/
http://highbiasmastering.com/
mailto:info%40highbiasmastering.com?subject=
http://highbiasmastering.com/upload
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405 Recordings
Ad Brown
AMP Collective Recordings
Arctic Records
Arista
Avanti
B.Orignal
Bang Bang
BCM
Beef Wellington
Blackhole Recordings
Breaks Collective
Brett Johnson
Brilliant Cut Media
Candy Music
Chillin Music
Christian Malloni
Classic Music Company
Cole Medina
Damir Pushcar
Darin Epsilon
DB Records
Diamond Dealer
DJ Buck
Drizzle Music
Dutchie Music
EBM
EIGHT-TRACKS
Eighth Dimension Recordings
Farris Wheel Recordings
Fit Mix
Formidable Force
Fragrant Music
Fris Recordings
Fris!
Funky Transport
Future
Global Trance Network
Grooveman
Hawke (Gavin Hardkiss)
Hecher & Ward
Hi-Rise

Iz & Diz
Juan Sanchez
Kenny “Dope” Gonzalez
Kickin’
Late Night Sneakin’
Late Night Society
Limbo
Loaded UK
M-Toxin
Matt Darey
Maverick
Mint Records
Mr. V.
Music 101
Nervous
Next of Kin
Nocturnal Global
One Thirty Recordings
Oseao Media Group
Paragon
Patrick Turner
Pimp Daddy Nash
Pin-up Recordings
Platypus
Prophecy
Q-Burns Abstract Message
Quincy Joints
React Singapore
Roam Recordings
Rick Preston
Sleazy McQueen
Songbird
Sony
Soul Channel Music
SOWAT
Sperm U.K
Stereo People
Steve Katzel
Substance Records
Temple Music Group
The Candy Dealers
The Sound of Everything

Tight Recordings
Tyger Lily
Topaz
TUA Records
Tweekin Records
V-Sag
VANDIT
Vizual Records
VOCO Records
Warner Brothers
Your Only Friend
Yoshitoshi

Client List


